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Park Dream Getting Better, But Its ON
LY A Dream
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Labor Union Trouble At Atomic Plant Reveals
High-Handed Tactics Prevalent in Some Unions
"Organized labor" . . . . is a phrase that
has become like a magic wand in the annals
current political activity. The wand we beieve however, is waved mostly by the uncrupulous labor leaders, for it is obvious now
hat the laboring man votes according to the
dictates of his conscious. Its a shame that our
good friend Alben Barkley was so hypnotized
by the magic of the wand at the Chicago convention, that he chose to abandon his campaign to seek a job that he well deserved after
his long years of public service.
But to get back to "organized labor". We
lave felt for a long time now that the indiridual laboring man has been coerced, intimilated and brow-beaten into submission by a
-uthless group of power-seeking labor leaders
who have their own selfish interest at heart.
We bring this up as a result of the fearless
story written by Harry Bolser last Sunday in
the Courier-Journal. He brought forth some
startling facts about the way the union of operating engineers at the Atomic Plant in Paducah had assessed workers into paying enormous dues and fees for the privilege of
working for a living.
This situation we have believed for a long
time, is prevalent among many labor organizations. The basic principles of organized labor
in the out-set was a fair and sensible manner
of employment a relation of fair dealing between the laborer and his employer. In huge
industies where it was impossible for each
individual worker to settle his own proble
m
with his employer, the union was the natura
l
agent for presenting the case of labor to the
management. In the beginning it was a fine
relationship, but there is no doubt that the
situation has gotten all out of hand, and what
is more we believe that the honest, fair dealing laboring man will tell you the same thing.
This business of empire-building by such

Ike Should Forget
Trip To War Front

4-kt. Seromnette of the Week - -

The Nation's newspapers, more than 90
per cent of whom supported Eisenhower in
the election, certainly aren't being very nice
to him so soon after his vcitory. It must
be
awfully discouraging and frightening to Ike
to pick up the paper every day and read the
speculations about what would happen if he
should die before December 15. A man just
don't like to be reminded that he's risking his
nick on a forthcoming trip, although we rather
imagine that General Eisenhower has taken
many trips where this was true.
Frankly, we think the newspapers' cold)looded interest comes more from fear than it
foes from real concern. Fear indeed, of the
aossibility that Vice-President-elect Richard
Nixon might become President of the United
States.
As a newspaper recently said: "even the
most pious Republicans shiver at the thought
of Nixon assuming the role of President."
Shiver, friends, isn't the word. We break out
in cold sweat at the mention of such a possibility.
Now that the election is over and we have
seen the independence of the voters in action
,
it seems right down stupid for Eisenhower
to have promised to go to Korea immediately
after the election, if he won. He could have
won easily without that promise we now believe, and too, can he really accomplish a lot
by making the trip. The trip should be made
to Moscow instead of Korea for real settle:lent of the Korean war.
Really the whole messy business of speculation could be eliminated if the same newspapers that supported Ike would begin a campaign urging him to forget his trip until a
few matters at home are settled. The General
is far too important to the world right now to
ake any chance that might endanger his life.
Another military figure, who has the confidence of the President-elect, could do as well.
But if he's gotta go he'd better go before
December 15 when he is officially elected by
the electoral college. The action by that body
at the same time would also elect Richard Nixon, which means that he would automatically
become President if, God forbid, anything fatal should happen to Eisenhower. If Eisenhower goes before he is officially elected that gives
the country a fighting chance to select another
resident through the electoral college, and
re feel it won't be Richard Nixon.
We should live so long!
---CHE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Poet Office Box 485
Fulton, Kentucky
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WEETPHICILENG,
Editors and Publishers.
A member of the Kentucky Press
A member of the Fangs Ceenty Vann Serum
•Eibecriptior. Rates $2.58 per year in Pukes,
Hickman, Graves Couatlei5 Ky., sad Olden
and Weakley Counties,
; Elsewhere
throughout the United States. $3.81 per year.
Entered as second clams matter Jess 28, 1988
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Published Every Friday Of The Year.
There Ii. .. nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Ancaymous.
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characters as Walter Reuther, John L. Lewis,
Harry Bridges and others have east a national
shroud over the reel intent and purpose of the
bargaining agents. It isn't fair to the honest
man who belongs to a labor union to be typed
as a radical, forever seeking personal gains at
the expense of his employer. But the labor
leaders by the ruthless, high-handed methods
are bringing this reputation about.
We certainly do not want to get involved
in the controversy at the Atomic Plant.
Nor
do we, by any means, want to cast any reflections on the hundreds of labor union membe
rs
who live and own their homes here in our
city.
What we would like to point out though is
that
the power sought and attained by some
labor
leaders F on must reach a stopping point
Or
some legal action will be taken to aband
on
the whole idea of the bargaining agent.
The
Taft-Hartley Act, which so many
laboring
people have come to hate was not, as
publicized by the labor leaders, a move to
take away the benefits of the working man,
but a
move in the direction to curtail the boundl
ess
power sought by the labor leaders.
When
studied carefully, the law reveals that
its intent was to HELP the union member
rather
than HURT HIM.
Of course the situation at Paducah may
be an exceptional case. We hope it is.
It is
evident that the laboring man did not vote
on
November 4 for the Democratic Party
in as
large numbers as their leaders said they
would
and we are glad they didn't, because it showe
d
clearly that a union member is first an individual and a good citizen and is not going
to
be told how to vote. In this same vein we
hope
that the conscientious working man will
soon
see that the tactics of some labor leader
s are
not always honorable and to allow
them to
continue in full sway may mean the defeat
of
the whole idea of labor unions as bargai
ning
agents.

JESUS CHRIST—WHERE CAN YOU FIND
HIM
(By Publisher Frank Shoed)
JESUS CHRIST HAS in His Churc
h "all
the pell mell of the men and women
of Shakespeare's plays." Our Lord chose
to act upon
men through a society Of men, and
He is faithful to the logic of His choice.
The men remain men; the societ
y remains
a society of men. They do glorio
us things,
they do ghastly things.
It is the special meaning of
the Church
that in it our Lorri unites men
to
Himself
through humanity — not throug
h some ideal
of humanity.
THERE IS a certain kind of spiritu
al man
who finds all this intolerable.
His every instinct is revolted at the though
t of Christ
working in and through humani
ty. To such a
man it is unthinkable that he
would be sanctified in and through this mixed
crowd of human beings.
The hot smell of humanity
is too strong
for him.
He would have his own
direct relaction
with God, excluding the
turbulence Of humanity; or he would make his own
choice of
the men he feels God would
choose.
THIS IS folly. It is as though
the man
Christ healed by the touch
of His spittle had
asked to be healed some other
way — he was
a refined man, perhaps,
brought up to regard
spittle as vulgar or even
unhygienic.
One cannot be delicate about
the gifts of
God. Personally, I like the
company I find in
the Church enormously.
If another man dislikes it, that is his privi:e
ge. We do not join
the Church for the compa
ny, but for the gifts.
There is a throughgoing
democracy about
the Church. The plain
truth is that Christ
chose to unite to Hivisclf
not an elite but an
utterly unexclusive free-fo
r-all cross-section
of humanity.
.
HE SOLICITS IT, aids
it, showers gifts
upon it, but He does not
force it. It responds
to Him as the individuals
in it will, sometimes
better, sometimes worse.
This being so, anyone
who knows what
history has been like in the
nineteen centuries
of the Church's existence
would be prepared
for anything. And that
is just about what he
will find. Anything.
Everything. Sinners.
Saints.
The hot smell of
strong for Christ.

humanity is not too

Home-keeping hearts are
happiest.
—Henry Wadsworth
Longfe

llow

In love of home, the love
of country has
its rise.—Charles Dicken
s.
A world of care without,
A world of strife shut
out,
A world of love shut in.
—Dora GreenwelL
Home is the dearest spot on
earth, and
it should be the centre, though
not the boundary, of the affections.
—Mary Baker Eddy.
Without hearts there is no
home.—Byron.
The family circle is the supre
me conductor of Christianity.—Henry Drumm
ond

Rolling Laboratory Aids Farmers

ed, "Is that so! ru be the Senator- standards, naphIu
g only the minot
ial nominee next year. And I'll compromises that are
necessary
win my race!"
to politics, he may well prove to
This fellow, too, you should be the giant in stature that the
think he shows
know, has worked all of his adult scratch voters
promise of becoming.
life until about two years ago to
pay'off a staggering debt. The
The Kentucky
State
Game
debt was not incurred by, him. It
Farm, near Frankfort, is one of
was not a personal
obligation. the few
places that animals native
And not one person in ten thousand reading this would have un- to Kentucky can be found on display
in outdoor settings.
dertaken, as Cooper did, to pay
it off simply because he regarded
Phone .10 for Jet. Printing
it as a moral responsibility.
It is a
comforting
thing to
know that we have a man in the
Senate of that
caliber—a man
whose rigid standards of moral
integrity are so high that he will Leading Brands in Popular, Relispend his life working, stinting, gions, Hillbilly, Rhythm, Blues.
and sacrificng to pay off what is
CITY ELECTRIC
not a legal debt at all.
205 Commercial
Phone 401
If John Cooper
holds those
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From The Files:
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25 YEARS AGO (Dec. 2, 1927):
Ben Howard, the confectioner,
on Fourth Street, is to be commended on the
improvements
made to his walk which is strickly in keeping with the new pave
streets. It would be fine if others
would follow this idea. We have
beautiful streets, but our sidewalks are "punk".

The road meeting and old fiddlers' contest sponsored by
the
Chamber of Commerce was well
attended Tuesday night at
the
City Hall by the Dukedom people, their neighbors, and residents
along the Fulton-Dukedom highway.
The old Fifflerie
contest was
one of the most enjoyable features
of the evening. It was very difficult for the judges to make their
decisions. J. L Foy, was awarded
first prize; Tolbert Francis, second; and
George
Covington,
third. Boyd Rhodes accompanied
each contestant with the banjo.
"The Arkansas Traveler" was
played to test the skill of the
violinists.
The
following' names were
drawn from the bin, where every
one registered and were awarded
prizes: Miss Dorothy Jane Morris,
Burney Garrigus, Osborn French,
Albert Francis, Cleveland Butts,
Buster McClain, Miss Beth Winston, Mavis Ross, Kirk Muzzall,
McLee Cashon, and C. E. GarriBus.
The members of the Lions Club
and their guests enjoyed their annual banquet last Friday night at
the Usona Hotel. There were about 110 who attended.
The Elks' orchestra entertained
the group with a delightful musical program.
Lion
Harry Murphy led the
group in singing "America" followed by prayer by Lion Cantrell
pastor of the
First
Christian
Church.
Vodie Hardin, past president,
acted as toastmaster, and E. C.
Hardesty,
president, in his wit
and
humor, delivered a brief
speech of welcome to all. Lion
Clarence Pickering,
welcomed
the ladies.
Mr. William Sherman sang
a
baritone solo, accompanied
by
Miss Loietta Nix.
Misses House, Bell, and Smith
entertained the group with their

ukelelees md songs.
Don Leslie Hindman, of Clinton
was the guest
speaker of the
evening.
Robert J. Burnett, 45, prominent Graves County farmer, was
killed instantly Monday
afternoon, when a wagon load of logs
overturned and crushed him as he
started down the hillside near
Owen's Chapel.

Seit

NECKWEAR

Miss Irene Beckman, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Bockman
became the bride of Kr. Raymond
Vaughn, son of Mr. and WS. John
T. Vaughn, Thursday, November
24, 1927 at 2:30
o'clock at the
home of Rev. A. N. Walker, pastor of Fulton Circuit.
Mrs. Vaughn,'graduated from
Beelerton High and the Murray
State Normal School and
has
been teaching in the Beelerton
school for the past three years.
Mr. Vaughn, graduated from
Fulgham High school, and graduated from the Murray State Normal School. He is now teaching in
Ray's school.
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Owen, entertained the employees of the 0.
K. Laiindry, with a
delicious
Thanksgiving
dinner at their
beautiful suburban home.
The guest list included; Frank
Butt, Leon Bondurant, Charles
Walker, Chip Morris,
Charlies
Stalling, Milton Exum, Lon Jamison,
Vernon
Owen, Johnnie
Owen, Jr., Mr. and Mrs.
Bud
Browder, Mr. and Mrs. Cleave
Hawkins, Mrs. May Moore, Mrs.
Violet Johnson, Mrs. Laura Tidwell, Mrs. Annie Boaz, Mrs. Mat.
tie Boaz, Mrs. Lillie Cathey, Mrs.
Georgia Long, Mrs. Mackie Carney, Mrs. Addie Lee Midyett, Mrs.
John Rhodes, Miss Mary Johnson,
Mrs. Tom Morris, Mrs. R. S. Matthews, Miss Annie Rea Midyet
t,
Mrs. Mary
Newhouse, Sarah
Owen, Martha Jane Owen, and
the hosts.
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In these 'high-price' days
it's economical tolave soiled neckwear cleaned! Here,
we
clean
them
really
C-L-E-A-N at a modest cost.
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TELEVISION
FOR ALL'ROUND
FAMILY ENJOYMENT
We stock only the latest models!
WESTINGHOUSE - ADMIRAL - PHILCO
MOTOROLA - RCA
Boosters, aerials. parts, etc on hand for comple
te installation
and maintenance.
—YOUR TELEVISION HEADQUARTERS—

ROPER RADIO SERVICE
324 Walnut Street

J. W. Harrison, Route one, Fulton, representative of the Moorman Mfg., Quincy, Ill., maker
s
of mineral feed for livestock,
is
working hard to win a turkey for
Christmas. If his sales for six
weeks reach a certain volume, his
company will give him a 20 pound
tursey for his Christmas dinner
.
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Dick Oberlin:

Oigedtien's Cid‘o4aaho#14

One of the
neater turns of
phrase resulting from the, Senatorial elections is the one concerning how the uxper chamber
of Congress will line up: It's 48
Republicans, 47 Democrats and
Wayne Morse.
Thus the gentleman from Oregon, who had the courage to sit
glued to his front row seat at the
GOP convention in Chicago in
July when others of less courage
were standing to applaud some of
the unsavory
characters in the
Republican Party, comes into his
own.
It is not inconceivable
that
Senator John Sherman Cooper of
Kentucky and possibly a handful of other
Republicans
will
prove, before many more months
have passed that they are as independent and as courageous as
Wayne Morse.
Thousands of
Kentucky citizens, who scratched their ballots
for John Cooper in 1948 and again
this year, are
going -to
watch
Cooper's perforance most carefully.
The handsome and very capable gentlenlan from Somerset is
in about as hot a spot as any of

UMW
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the 96 Senators. Including
Wayne
Morse.
He is a Republican elected
to
serve out an unexpired term.
He
will have to run
again in 1954.
And he can only be re-ele
cted if
he proves by his own actions
that
the unstinting confidence
of those
"scratch" voters is reliably placed.
John Cooper is, of course,
the
man to do it. He is one
of the
most honest individuals in
politics, and
he Is an
unyielding
fighter for what he - thinks
is
right. If the people of Kentu
cky
think John Cooper is doing
his
honest, level best, they'll probab
ly return him to Washington
in,
1954. If they don't and there
is
anything like a back-wash from
the Republican
tidal wave (as
there probably will be) then
hell
suffer defeat again.
There are two
things
you
should know about your new
Senator. First, Cooper the Fighte
r.
When he was informed in June
of
1052 that certain reactionary Old
Guardists had publicly
vowed
John Cooper never
would get
another Republican nomination in
Kentucky Cooper angrily retort-
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In a Dodge "Job-Rated" truck
you're sure to get the right
engine for your hauling job.
You get all the power you need
In a high-compression engine
designed for topeconomy.From
engine to rear axle, a Dodge
truck is "Job-Rated" for the,,
kind of performance that will
save you
money,
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The bow season on deer Is
expected to open November
54 at the Kentucky Woodlands Refuge near Golden
Pond In West Kentucky.
two-week season Is expecThe
ted
to attract hunters from
maay counties in the state.
The deer shown above were
taken Mat year. The Department ot PIA and Wildlife
Mesetines said that the opentog data et the bunt wM be
If the danger from
dree esadassa
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UNCLE HANK SEZ:

MARTM-SENOUR
MONARCH
HOUSE PAINT
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CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Man is the expression of
Soul,
reflecting God in spiritual
qualities. This will be explaine
d
in
Christian Science services
next
Sunday. The Lesson-Sermo
n is
"Soul and Body."
Readings from the Bible
include the following
verse
II Corinthians (3: 18):". from
all, with open face beholdin . we
g
a glass the glory of the Lord as in
, are
changed into the
same image
from glory to glory even
as by
the Spirit of the Lord."
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In the Heart of Louisville
Our Food Is Good, Tool
SIELBACH COFFER SHOP
Op.. All Night
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Rural electric
co-operatives
showed
plant investments
$88,574,758 an increase of $8,00 of
0,000 for the year. They serv
e 180,700 customers.
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Choose your Druggist as you
choose your Doctor. wissdy.
The purity and quality of
product is the honesty and =if
integrity of its maker. That
is
your prescription for your well
being-and our way of telli
ng
you that our Pharmacy is your
safeguard for valuable dependable, honest prescription serv
ice. Think twice about this
when you next have a prescription filled. Think twice about
your Druggist just as you do
your Doctor. Over 386,702 Prescriptions filled in this Drug
Store to date.

CITY DRUG CO.
C. N. asaosalid,
Teat M:.

40 ••/C, („mool,b.

Closeout!
Room Lots Of
WALL PAPER
Regularly 45c to 60c Roll

20c
25c
30c Roll
Hurry! Limited Quantitie
s

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
207 Church
Street

Phone 8.6

JustReceived

BICYCLES

PRESYMIPTION!

Superb Kentucky flavor
makes this whiskey
a"Good Companion"

FURNITURE CO.

A FACTORY SHIPMENT OF

pestspirit make him a"Good Cceopeoloo."

3414711
/
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Claud Fields,
Mr. Floyd Shreeves has been
very sick the last few days
WHITE CROW AT UK
with Pei. James Smith
malaria fever, but is some
BRINGS ATTENTION
better Arrives In Korea
at the time of this writing.
With die 7th Infantry Divi
A white crow — described by
sion
Mr. and Mrs. Vodie Floyd
in Korea — Pvt. James
left
C. Smith, University of Kentucky scientists
Detroit Sunday for their hom
211
W.
Stat
e in
e Line, Fulton, Ky., re- as one of a
Kentucky. Their grandson,
Glyn cently arrived In Korea and has either seen very few such birds
Gibson, accompanied them
home been serving with the 7th Infan- the United or killed anywhere in
for a few days visit with relat
States during the past
ives try Division.
50 years — is on display in the
and friends.
Since making the amphibio
us UK Department of Zoology. The
Mrs. Martha Yates, Mrs. Clau landing at
Fields and Mrs. Jessie Cope d 1050, the Inchon in the fall of rare birds was killed by a Jessa701 Division has fought mine coun
len
and daughter, Tresa, spent
ty farmer last summer
Tues- in every sector of the
Korean and after being stuffed was placday of last week with Mr.
and peninsula, including the dash to ed on exhib
it.
Mrs. Oecil Taylor and son, Har- the Yalu
River.
old.
Private Smith, who was
preMrs. Roma Adams was hoste
Lincoln coun
viously stat
to a birthday party in hono ss Gap, Pa., ioned at lndiantown to widespread ty, Ky., contrary
r of
belief, was nc
ente
red
the
Arm
y
in
her daughters, Chris and
Patsy, January of this year and arriv- named for president
Abrahaz
November 15 at her home. They
Lincoln. It was named in honc
ed in Korea on October 27.
received many nice gifts.
of Gen. Benjamin Lincoln, a reN
Mr. and Mrs. Nickie Ncirdoin KENTUC
oluntionary war hero.
KY NOVELIST
were hosts to a dinner Saturday IS SPE
AKER' AT UK
evening in honor of their frien
Ben Lucien Burman, a native
Phone 470 for Job Printing=
of
who are visiting them from ds, Covi
ngton and a
Mipromiinent
ami, Fla.
novelist and critic, spok
e last
Mrs. Claud Fields and
Mrs. week on the University of KenMartha Yates accompanied
Bob- tucky campus. The author lecturby Fields to the airport Sund
ay ed on writing before a group of
to take his flying lessons.
They students and townpeople. Among
also visited J. L. Coleman awhi
le, those books written by the Ken- SOME AR11515 5AY 144EY
where he is employed as a
guard tuckian are "Steamboat Roun
HAVE 'CO BE INSPIRED 10
at the Udylite Plant.
the Bend," "Everywhere I Roam d
," 00 114EIR WORK-- Ile
"Blow for a Landing" and
"Chil- BES INSP
T
dren of Noah."
IR noN Is AN'
EMPTY
Burman is now spending seve
ral weeks in all sections of
Ken- STOMACW.
tucky, gathering material
another book and for a maga for
The ban on hunting coons
zine
with series on the state.
dogs only, fox hunting and
dog field trials, which was birdinvok- —GO TO
ed due to forest fires, has
CHURCH SUNDAY—
lifted by the Department of been
Fish
and Wildlife Resources as
day. There still is no open of toseason
on any game that may be
by guns, and the "gun" taken
fer the extetlee ef yew home
seas
will not open until November on
when ducks and geese may 17
Prompt repair service on ANY
be
killed.
make of radio at City Electric:
On November 20 the season
for
Large stocks of tubes, transkilling quail and rabbits open
form
s
as
ers, speakers and other eswell as the taking of coon
s and
sential parts ab vays on hand.
opossums with
guns. The anBring us your radios to be ree
nnouncement of the lifting
of the
paired.
for
ban was made this morn
bod
y
and
trims
ing by
Earl Wallace, Commissi
oner of
the Department, followin
g widespread rains over tht week
-end
which lessened the threat
SALES
of for<,E
est fires.
EXCHANGE
.

ifkoffle-hed104s

RUPTURE

ers se worl
greatest discovery for rupt
ure — Last Indefinitely — Alwad's
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herweight
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~do Children sad Tenth
Berries& The plat
at
the aditeel ineetMg net
et the
Mentucky Divulon of Chlid
Welfare held at Mammoth
Cave whets Delft Quart!' discussed thtehe
ation of a
Youth Au
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Touth Authority Actcky's
comes roffeedve January beI.
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WE HAVE ALL SIZES
Many Models and Colors to Cho
ose from
Prices Start at
COME IN NOW! USE OUR L4Y-AW
AY
PLAN AND HAVE ONE OF THE HI
GH
QUALITY BIKES FOR CHRIST
MAS.

FULTON HARD
Lake Street

$44.50

FURNITURECO
Pbon• 1
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..TID BITS..

DIABETES FINDING
PROGRAM NOW ON

Witi419014
WASHER

Free
10•DaY
Demonstration

Hoine

-of tho wash.", %Oft
Iii. extra booeflts you wont'
Extra C.envoieloao•--Extra
iirtean - Extra lonoany- Extra
Ilemartyl

1111

REED BROS. FEED & SEED CO
409 COLLEGE STREET

PHONE 62111

America's Most Wanted
All-Weather Coatsi

Presentation of the
diploma
was made by J. H. Branch, Salesmanager of Purina's South Central Division, who pointed out that
Kimbell is now a Graduate Feeding Advisor
and for his outstanding work during the course
was presented with a class ring
by the Ralston Purina Company.
Kimbell, who is employed by
Reed Brothers, began this specialized training program about fourteen months ago, during which
time he attended classroom sessions and made several field trips
with the instructors where practical demonstrations were made
utlhing the latest methods
in
feeding livestock and poultry. In
addition, Kimbell was required to
complete field work of his own
between meetings.
Comparable
to
on-the-job
training programs conducted by
many industries, the
Feeding
Advisory Council is directed and
sponsored by the Ralston Purina
Company for employees of Purina
dealers to enable them to serve
livestock
breeders and poultrymen by assisting them on prob-- --

the ch98tY°11

Be smart! Be practical! Get the coat that
loot( beat and seem best in any weather the
year 'round ... get an Ailigatorl Come 14
now and see than all ... choice of fine fabrics, styles, colors ... water repellent and
waterproof processes e at low value.
giving paces.

$39.75

Carter-Butterworth Clothing Co:
Telephone 210

Come See at A&P
Gerbers
BABY FOOD
STRAINED
44-Os. Jar
CHOPPED
11-75/2-0s. Jan
Cereal, 8-os.

29'
lfe

Peter Pan
PEANUT BUTTER
12-0z.

39'

BIBLES
All Styles,Sizes
And Prices

. . . Including

the new Standard revised edition. Largest
stocks in Western Kentucky.
BEAUTIFUL Reg. $19.95 leatherbound Bibles on sale at
$14.95
Others as low as $1.00

CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake St.

Fulton

SUPPLY N-O-W
FROM

CITY COAL CO.
BEST GRADES -:-:- ALL SIZES
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
TELEPHONE 51

Steakslb89c
PORK SAUSAGE,Bulk, lb. _
SLAB BACON.Any Size Cut,Lb.
GROUND BM',Fresh,Lb.

39c
• 39c
49c

U. S. Choice Beef, Blade Cut

CHUCK ROAST, Lb.
59c
SLICED BACON,All Good or Dawn,Lb.....47c

Jri
ORAN
lc1da
GES

POTATOES. U. S. No. 1 White, 10-1b. bag 69c
(176 Size, Doz.35c)5-1b. bag

KITCHEN
KLENZER

2 cans 21'
CRISCO
Shortening

3

87'

Lb
'
Can

(1-Lb. Can ....

31c)

Star Kist
TUNA FISH
CHUNK STYLE

No. Vt
Tin

2

344

BAB-0
CLEANER
14-0z. 93t
Cans "
LUX SOAP
Regular Size

3 BARS 25'
SILVERDUST
Lg.
Pkg.
Giant Pkg. 57c

29'

SWAN SOAP
Regular Size

BAR 12'

COAL
...rainy day
any day I

ROUND OR SIRLOIN

LUX SOAP
Bath Size

ORDER YOUR WINTER

Alligator

U.S.CHOICE-A 8t P SUPER RIGHT

3 BARS 23'

Why Get Caught With An Empty Bin?

Main street

.••••••••••••

Kentucky Photo News

when I found a bird's nest or an
exotic flower or a more polished
and beautiful pebble than the or'THE WORLD AND THE CHILD' dinary ones. I had not seen the
end of the earth and never will;
This summer, while I was visit- but the same forces
that create
ing my grandchildren in Astoria, mountains and
plains, and
Oregon, I
got to
wondering and lakes, were at work oceans
in my
whether they would grow up and tiny little
world, bounded by
be aware of the marvelous phy- ranges of low hills not more than
sical backgrounds
they
have. three of four miles away_ '
From their house on a high hill,
Some years ago a speaker at
they can see all the time the wide, one of the service club, at
my
wide Columbia River, with rang- home town was
lamenting tfie
es of mountains beyond. On clear conditions of a certain neighbordays they can see lofty Mount St.,ing county.
At the end of his
Helens, fifty or sixty miles away, harangue he asked, rather dracapped with
perpetual ice and matically: "What can you expect
snow. From the top of the hill to happen to boys raised in such
they can see the Pacific Ocean, pathetic surroundings?" One of
stretching to Far Cathay. For a the men present, himself a proplayground
they have a large, duct of just such a community,
untouched sectioll of fir and hem- spoke up out of turn and said,
lock woods, as primitive as it was "He'll probably move to Bowling
when only the Chinook Indians Green and run the biggest office
fished the big river for salmon.
or business here."
I found myself wishing that I
That is not always true, I know,
could have had such a beautiful but in our experience it has hapsetting for my childhood. In fact, pened so many times that we
I think"alot of us oldsters often should not wax too elequent in
get too sentimental
about our our
condemnation of
remote
youth, now so far away.
places that seem to offer so little
Then it occurred to me that the to the inhabitants.
actual physical setting of one's
I confess that I envy my own
childhood is not nearly so im- grandchildren their amazin surg
portant as we sometimes think_ roundings, but I suspect that
they
The child makes his own setting, and I would be very much ourwhether it is actually impressive selves whether we grew
up at
or not. The sun was as near my Fidelity or elsewhere. Maybe,
as
remote little back-country neigh- I have said so many times
in this
borhood as it is to any favored endless column,
certain places
spot on earth. Rain and
dew, add vigor of personality to peoclouds and storm, growing things, ple; maybe it is
something to
the procession of the
seasons, have been reared in impressive
playthings, farm
animals, wild surroundings, but, if this is true,
animals and birds and insects and why do not a great
number of
reptiles, companions, dreams - great people; arise
in great
we aLso had such things at Fide- places?
Iitv in the other century.
Why does
the stork so often
The little
spring
branches have to search among less imseemed like mighty rivers to me, pressive places before deposit
ing
and still do. After all. the distinc- a reddish little fellow who will
tion between a spring branch and some day make the headlin
es for
a mighty river would be hard to good or ill? After years of studymake; both are made of flowing ing about this phenomenon
of bewafer, poetic eonugh in any lati- ing born to do something great,
I
tude. It was not the mere things have come to the conclusion that
themselves, anyway, that I saw or we still know very little
about it
ri
anybody else saw. An outsider all, that genius still seems
I"
to be a
Dintaio.
would have thought then and miracle, unexplained and
*ft& 19 year* serdat...g
unexnow that life must be meager plainable. The main thing
iota, natives of
is to be
Coanty, met recent'', as'
when lived in a little neighbor- born somewhere; nature
forestry ‘r Reel held
often
hood like Fidelity. Most of the takes care of the rest.
things that people work to buy
for themselves we did not have, "Girdling", a method used
by
but untouched
nature was all early Kentucky farmers to clear
around us, and this was our first land for cultivation, consist
ed of
1 Ferns of efficient and economical
time to get acquainted with it.
stripping bark from around the
feeeding
practices as
well as
Nobody will ever chronicle the base of the tree, thus causing
it
counseling them on sound manbreath-taking discoveries that I to die. It then grew no haves and
agemen
t
and
effectiv
e farm sanimade when I was a child and la- cast no shadows which would be
tation methods.
ter, but no Columbus could have injurious to crops during
the
William
M.
Kimbell
was
awardfelt any stranger thrill that I did summre months.
._
ed a diploma for the successful
completion of a training program -GO TO catracn SUNDAYof scientific farm
management,
feeding and sanitation practices,
See for Yourself Why It's Best
at a graduation
ceremony held
this week at the Lafayette Hotel
in Little Rock, Ark.

Cashmere
Bouquet
Toilet Soap
Beth Size
Bar

12'

PALMOLIVE
Toilet Soap
Reg.Size
3 Bars

25e

IVORY SOAP
Medium Size

3 BARS 23'
CAMAY SOAP
Regular Size

3BARS 25'
SPIC & SPAN
CLEANSER
16-0z.
Box

24'

GRAPEFRUIT,5-Lb. Bag
29c
COCOANUTS,Fresh Honduras,Each
10c
CRANBERRIES (Eat Mor) 1-Lb. Cello Bag,29c
CELERY.Calif. Pascal. Jumbo 24-size Stalk 29c
PRINCESS LOAF CAKE,Each
19c
DUTCH APPLE PIE. Each
45c
PECAN ROLLS,Caramel Iced.Pkg.
29c
BREAD,Jane Parker, White, 20-0z. Loaf _ 17c
FUDGE COOKIES, pkg. of 110
25c
Jane Parker (3-Lb.-12.49)
FRUIT CAKE,5-Lb. Size
$3.95
American Cheese Food

CHED-O-BIT, 1-Lb. Loaf
SWISS CHEESE,Sliced, Lb.
LONGHORN,Cheddar Cheese, lb.

55c
73c
57c

Grade A Small

SUNNYBROOK EGGS,Ctn. Doz.
MILD CHEDDAR CHEESE,Lb.

55c
55c

9 No. 21/2
PUMPKIN A P
29'
"Cans
1-Lb.
SALMON Strik
Perfect
39'
e Chum
Can
No.
CRANBERRY SAUCE Ocean
300 23'
Spray
Can
CRACKERS Flavo
2 -Lb
' 39'
Kistr
Box
TOMATO SOUP, Ann Page. 3 101
/
2-oz. cans 29c
WHTTEHOUSE MILK,Eyap,2 tall cans
27c

(1-Lb. Bag 77c)

8 O'CLOCK,3-Lb. Bag
. .
$2.25
DEXO SHORTENING.3-Lb. Can
79c
HI-HO CRACKERS,Sun Shine, 1-1b.
box
34c
1-Lb. Can 31c
SNOWDRIFT SHORTENING,3-Lb. Can
_ 84c
WESSON OIL, pt.
33c--Qt.
85c
20 MULE TEAM BORAX, 16-oz.
box
19c
BORAX()HAND SOAP,8-oz. can
16c
OCTAGON LAUNDRY SOAP.2 bars
_15c
Octagon Granulated Soap, Lg. Pkg.
29c
ARMOURS CANNED MEATS
Luncheon
12-0z.
Meat
Can
12-0z.
Can
16-0z.
Can
16-oz.
Jar
4-0z.
Can
CON CARNE
16-0z.
(With Beans)
Can

TREET
,CHOPPED NAM
CORNED BEEF HASH
HOT TAMALES
VIENNA SAUSAGE
am

IVORY SOAP
Personal Size

DIAL SOAP
Bath Size

4 BARS 23'

2BARS 37'

45'

35'

21'
35'

2

AJAX
CLEANSER
14-0z. 9Mt
Cans "
"
4

CASHMERE
BOUQUET
Toilet Soap
Reg. Size
3 Bars
BEECHNUT
BABY FOOD

250

STRAINED
4 3/4-0a. Jar
CHOPPED
7 V2 -Os. Jar
Cereal, 8-0s.

IY
ILl
18e

29c

Fla Duncan (48-346, 3 for 29c)
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LEGION AUXILIARY MEETS
TUESDAY NIGHT AT
POST HOME

bag 69c
g

29c

29c
10c
Bag 29c
talk 29c
19c
45c
_29c
_ 17c
25c
$3.95
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get Imitation leather wallets and
play money, both bills and coins,
and "watches," and "pearl" necklaces, and boxes of colored crayons—all kinds of things.
When you have a few minutes to
sit down with your afternoon coffee and a little hand work, search
In your rag box for bright bits of
cloth. A celluloid or plastic doll can
be dressed in a complete wardrobe
with just a few minutes work. Or
you can make little rag dolls,
stuffed with cotton, with yarn hair
and colorful embrolderedron features. Just a tiny scrap of material
and left-over trimming will dress
such a doll.
Do you ever wind up the week
Now comes the holiday season—
before Christmas wondering just and you will be ready for it Get
what to give to the children next some bright Christmas-red cotton
door—or to the youngsters of your material, and make a good-sized
favorite niece whom you haven't bag. Next, get some of the iron-on
seen for so long you don't even mending tape which I'm sure
rem e in b•r you've used betheir exact fore for more
ages?
utilitarian purThis last hol- poses. Write •
iday season a big "Merry
friend of mine Christmas" on
•
assembled the the tape and
most wonder- cut it out with
ful grabbags embroid•r7
•
which really scissors. A
caught the chil- quick bit of
dren's fancy. Ironing—and
This year I am presto, you have a Christmas grabalready plan- bag. Make a bag for each family
ning mine, and to which you wish to give presents.
thought you Cut out the individual names of the
might like to do the same thing.
children from the iron-on tape, and
First, gather together all kinds personalize the bags, if you wish.
of inexpensive, attractive little For instance, one bag might read
toys—the kind that children of all "Merry Christmas, Tom, Mary.
ages enjoy. There are the fascinat- Jane, Joe."
ing doll house furnishings which
Sort out the many little Presents
range from ten to twenty-live cents you have already accumulated,
apiece—folding bridge tables. Plas- wrap each one separately in Way
tic washing machines, tiny chairs, paper, put them in your grabboll•
pots and pans with lids that really There you have 14—the perfect
come off. In addition, for little boys Christmas present for a family
you can find rubber knives, saws, with several small children. Eads
'card games such as Authors, child will have tour or five presents
brightly painted yo-yos, plastic sol- to reach for and to unwrg,..„. us The
diers. tanks, automobiles. You can Morning.

--baby boy, Douglas Grant, born a baby boy, born November 17 at
November 16, 1952 at the Jones Haws Memorial Hospital. He has
Danny
Ray and
been named
Hospital.
10
weighed seven pounds and
ounces at birth.
It's a Girl!
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Crider of
Kentucky
Fulton are the proud parerfts of a
The world-famous
baby girl, born November 17 at Derby is now raced over a disthe Fulton Hospital. She has been tance of a mile and a quarter.
weighed six' Early in its history, the "Run For
named Ivara and
pounds at birth.
The Roses" was contested over a
distance of a mile and a half.
It's a Boy!
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Potts, of
Fulton, are the proud parents al —610 TO CHURCH SLNDAY—

The
Marshall
Auxiliary of
Alexander Post No. 72 of the
American
Legion met Tuesday
night at 7 o'clock at the post
home.
The meeting was called to order by Mrs. J. G. Mullins, Unit
President, followed by the advance of colors by Mrs. Carey
Frields. The pledge to the flag
was given by the group. Mrs.
Earl Taylor, Sr., gave the invocaton. The roll call was omitted,
but the minutes were read by the
secretary, Mrs. Neal Looney. The
treasurer's report was given by
Mrs. Earl Taylor, Sr., in the absence of the treasurer, Mrs. Jack
Speight.
businesses
Both old, and new
were discussed. Mrs. Earl Taylor,
as
Sr., offered her resignation
Chaplain of the Unit. Mrs, Allen
Austin was elected to this office.
voted to serve
The Auxiliary
Christmas dinner to the Southern
Bell employees on December 18
or 19. The chairman was selected
to contact all past presidents or
standard
This new Dodge 140-hotsepower Red Ram V-Eight
their photos for the Legion Hall
equipment in the 1953 Dodge Coronet series. Compact in sire and light in
inch of
cubic
per
horsepower
more
produces
weight, this new power plant
work to begin soon. Mrs. Tolbert
displacement than any other automobile eosins in volume production
chairman was
Dallas, program
today. The design principles of the Red Ram engine are based on those used
present. Mrs. Pete Green, memin high-output aircraft engines. It develops its high efficiency on regular
bership chairman gave a report
grades of gasoline despite its high compression ratio of 7.1 to I. Dodge
dn the membership drive, which
continues to offer its Get-Away- Six engine in the Meadowbrook series.
is now over the half way mark.
A discussion was made on "ReCrutchfield; Mrs. Harry Whayne,
habitation", headed by Mrs. GorRoute 1, Columbus; Mrs. Mettle
don Perry, who has already made
for
gifts
Christmas
Guynn, Route 1, Fulton; Dick
purchases of
MISS JEAN HOLLAND
enlarging patterns and of making
Montgomery, Clinton; Mrs. B. H.
the gift shop in the Outwood Hos- HONORED WEDNESDAY
them smaller. She demonstrated
Suggs, Route 1, Clinton; Ernest
pital. These gifts are for the wives WITH LOVELY PARTY
how to take one's measurements.
Fall, Sr., Fulton; Mrs. Lizzie Fosof the veterans hospitalized. A
Mrs. Charles Upton led the
The following were patients in ter, Route 3, Fulton; B. B. Stepnice selection was made. Mrs. The Woman's Club was a scene group in a very enjoyable recreahenson, Fulton; Mrs. Ida Moore,
quite busy with of autumn loveliness Wednesday tional program.
Perry is now
the local hospitals Thursday.
Ward,
Hickman; Mrs. Fannie
these packages to Outwood. The when Mesdames Jean and ElizaThere were many requests for
Route 1, Fulton; Mrs. C. H. Ross,
holiday packages are made to get beth Cash of Fancy Farm were the recipe of "Hil4 Billy Cake" Haws Memorial Hospital:
shower
delightful
hostesses at a
Charlie Hogg,
Dukedom; Mrs.
in the mail on time.
which the hostesses, Mrs. Charles
Holland, Upton and Mrs. J. R. Powell serMrs. Robert Johnson, Fulton; Fulton; Mrs. Prudence Hudspeth,
Mrs. honoring Miss Jean
Mrs. Mullins appointed
Stephens, Wingo; Moscow; Mrs. Albert
Fenwick. ved as dessert at the noon hour. Mrs. Scotty
William
of
bride-elect
Morris,
Johnny Sharpe, Americanism
Pete McClain, Fulton; Mrs. Ern- Mayfield and Joe Young, Route 1,
The guests were greeted at the
chairman, Mrs. S. M. DeMyer, door by the hostesses and the The directions for it follows:
est Huffman, Route 3, Fulton; Fulton.
1 cup water.
music chairman, and Mrs, Sonny honoree who looked lovely in one
Mrs.
Mrs. Moss Batts, Fulton;
1 cup raisins.
Puckett, Pan-American chair- of her trousseau frocks of grey
Kennard Potts and baby, Fulton.
1 cup sugar.
man. The Christmas decoration and white jersey. She wore a
% cup butter.
committee is composed of Mrs. shoulder corsage of white carnaJones Clinic and Hospital:
It's a Girl!
1 teaspoon Cinnamon.
Leon Hutchens, chairman, Mrs.
tions.
allspice.
Mrs. R. S. Matthews, Fulton;
teaspoon
1
Gilbert Bowlin, and Mrs. Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Brame,
Mrs. Thula Davis, Fulton; Mrs. Route 2, Water Valley, are the
The room was tastefully decor34 teaspoon salt.
Gamblin.
of fall
Route
baskets
flour.
Vowell
baby,
floor
and
Thomas
Cups
with
ated
2
proud parents of a seven pound
The colors were retired. Deli- foliage and the mantel was cent3, Martin; Mrs. Phillip Barron and fourteen ounce baby girl, born
1 teaspoon soda.
cious refreshments were served ered with a lovely bouquet of fall
the first seven ingre- baby, Fulton; Mrs. Billy Beadles, November 17, ,1952 at the Fulton
Combine
by Mrs. Herman St. John and
dients and cook in a saucepan Mayfield; Oswald Croft, Route 3, Hospital.
blossoms.
Mrs. J. G. Mullins.
Bingo and other games“ were boiling I minute. Let cool. Add Fulton; Mrs. C. H. Moss, Fulton;
flour and soda. Bake in large bak- Mrs. C. B. Jones, Cayce; Mrs. W.
MISS,JEAN CLARK BECOMES enjoyed during the evening:after ing pan about 16x10 for 30 minu- D. Mills, Dukedom; Mrs. Tilman It's a Girl!
refrellunents
delicious
which
BREDE OF ,PC. WESLEY
Liliker,
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
tes at 350 degrees.
Oliver, Route 3, Martin and Mrs.
WYATT SATURDAY, NOV. 181. were served.
Fulton, are the proud parents of
Icing
Harry McKinney„, Fulton:
The honoree received many
a nine and one half pound daugh2/3 cup brown sugar.
Miss Jean Clark, daughter of lovely gifts. About forty guests
Fulton Hospital:
ter, Dianne Lynn, born Friday,
1/3 cup butter.
Mr. and Mrs. Hilbert Clark of attended.
Jones
1/2 cup cocoanut.
Pryorsburg, became the bride to
Mrs. Manus Williatris, Fulton; November 14, 1052 at the
3 tablespoons cream.
Pfc. Wesley Wyatt, son of Mr. VICTORY HOMEMAKERS
Peggy Richardson, Fulton; Don hospital.
Nuts.
and Mrs. A. B. Wyatt ,of Kirksey, MEET TUESDAY AT
Myrick, Route 1, W1ngo; Mrs.
Cook all together in saucepan Fred Brady, Fulton; Mrs. Astor It's a Boy!
Saturday, November 1, 1952 in PALESTINE CLUB HOUSE
until sugar is dissolved and but- McGee, Fulton; Mrs. Lester
Mr. and Mrs. John Watts of
Corinth, Miss., with Lyle Taylor,
The Victory Homemakers met ter is melted. Spread on cake and Brown, Fulton; Marvin Daven- Hickman, Ky., are the proud parJr., Justice of Peace officiating.
Community put under broiler until icing is port, Route 2,
Palestine
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Clark at- at the
Water Valley; Mrs. ents of a baby boy born NovemBuilding Tuesday for an all day bubbly.
tended the couple.
Ray Shepherd,
Water Valley; ber 12, 1952 at the Obion County
ceremony the meeting.
Following the
Luther Phillips, Route 5, Fulton; Hospital, Union City.
Mrs. Cecil Burnette opened the MRS. WILLIAM BYARS
couple left for a short wedding
Luther Ray, Hickman; Mrs. E. M.
meeting with an inspiring devo- HONORED AT LOVELY
trip.
Griffin, Route 1, Dresden; Ernest It's a Boy!
TUESDAY
SHOWER
AND
TEAPfc. Wyatt is serving with the tional titled "The Happiness of
Morgan, Route 2, Water Valley;
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Vowel],
Freedom."
U. S. Army.
Mrs. William Byars, the former Mrs. Raybon Brame and
baby, Fulton are the proud parents of
twelve ounce
Mrs. H. P. Roberts, vice presi- Miss Sue Easley, was honored at Water Valley; Mrs. Rolla Howell, a seven pound,
MR. AND MRS. BOB COLEMAN, dent presided over the meeting a lovely tea and showier Tuesday
NEWLYWEDS HONORED AT
in the absence of the president, afternoon from two to five at the
fl
If1t's Nev, Dotty Has It"
SHOWER RECENTLY
Mrs. T. R. Williamson. Mrs. Will- Palestine Church parlor. HostessMrs.
were:
occasion
elected delegate to es for the
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Coleman, the iamson was
Home Week. Mrs. J. R. Frank Stroud and Mrs. John Verformer, Joan Pillow, were hon- Farm and
hine.
miscellaneous Powell and Mrs. Charles Upton
ored at a lovely
The honoree was presented a
represent the
shower recenity by Mrs. Deane were appointed to
club at the recreation workshop beautiful corsage, a gift from the
Stroud and Mrs. Claude Pillow.
held in Hickman, hostesses.
received many which will be
The honorees
The guests were greeted at the
December 8 and 9. Plans were
lovely and useful gifts.
door by Mrs. 0. E. Nanney, aunt
refreshments were made for the supper which the
Delicious
will serve to a Farm Bureau of Mrs. Byars, and Mrs. Austin
served to about 160 invited guests club
December 3. Plans were Stroud presided at the register.
and about 62 sent gifts but were group on
made for a party which the club Mrs. W. M. McClanahan assisted
unable to attend.
at the punch bowl and Mrs. Clarwill have December 7.
Mrs. Ernest Jenkins gave an ex- ence Caldwell was in the gift
J. V. Cash will go to Memphis
lovely
room, where the many
the 1953 cellent reading lesson.
preview
Monday to
gave wedding gifts were displayed.
Harrison
Raymond
Mrs.
arrive
will
Fords. The new cars
Ninety-five guests called duron patten alternation.
In Fulton in the early part of Dec- the lesson
She explained various methods of ing the evening and sent gifts.
ember.

The Place To Buy Your Harness And Riding
Equipment And SaveeMoney.
I Also Carry A Line Of Toy Guns And Holster
Sets.
All Kinds Of Leather Goods Made To Order.
Fulton,Ky.
227 East ith Street

Enjoy a delicious
dinner here served
in the pleasant
atmosphere Of our
modern dining
room.

Delicious Steaks
Tasty Chops
Golden Fried Chicken
Seafoods
Plate Lunches
Sandwiches

OWNED AND OPERATED BY JOE HORNER

Highway 51 Just North of By-Pass
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FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
TWO GREAT MOVIES!
James Dunn
Mona Freeman
in
"TOUGH GIRL"
PLUS: "Mysterious Island" — Cartoon
SUNDAY -- MONDAY -- TUESDAY

BIG FAMILY TREAT
FUN FOR YOUNG OR OLD!
•
Do it the Easy Way!
Send a Subscription
To The Fultonians.
•
Ask the folks away from home.
They'll tell you its the most appreciated gift of all . . . . just
like a weekly visit from the
home folks.
Special Christmas Gift Offer

We'll mail gift card.
Call 470 or come to the News
Office Todsy.

A happy blend of Orlon and wool, and you've a
skill with pleats that won't wash out ... won't
sit nut!
A SMALL DOWN-PAYMENT HOLDS
YOUR SELECTIONS! VISIT OUR
BIG TOYLAN'D NOW!

Gold . . . Red... Brown
Plaid in Lorette, the new
wonder fabric.
Sizes 10 to 18

HOME OWNED AND OPERATED BY THAD PAGAN
FULTON, MY.
LAKE STREET

11111111111.111Use Our Layaway Plan sammumm

—PLUS3 Stooges Comedy — "Tooth Will Out"
Cartoon — "Pig-A-Boo"
Latest News Events
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
"MONTANA TERRITORY"
In Technicolor with
Wanda
Preston
HENDRIX
FOSTER

The Fulton News
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Ifs the Action Carfor Active Americans
A Road Test Ride in the all-new Dodg
e will change your •
Ideas about cars for years to come! You'l
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can be big without being bulky; high-power
ed without being
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• Ca be used as ewe wanes
evens et as one Mg even
• All-Pereeedn finish lest& and ew
• 5-Speed ledientube Cooking Units
• Cook-Mosier Oven Clock Control
• Two Big Sewage Drawers
• TIsernsIzer Deep-W*11 Cooker
• High-Speed,smokeless.eyp• krone

,

Model RO-50 shown

$34975

Cash Price

NEW LOW TERMS I
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drop of OIL
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Prices Start At

GRAHAM FURNITURE
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COMPANY
BENNETT ELECTRIC
303 WALNUT
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II les&4ate

Sere speed this pal ever seed
Most efficient engine design in

FULL SIZE, BIG CAPA
CITY

PHONE 1e5

MAIN ST.

PHONE 281

any American car. Pecks more
power per cubic inch ... delivers
power with less friction, lees
weele."

and time to
SAVE on
THANKSSIVINS TRIPS

by GREYHOUND!
THIES ARI NO LOWft PARISI
One Round
Way
Trip
Lexington, Ky.
7.70 $13.90
Memphis, Tenn. .... 2.70
4.90
Nashville, Tenn. .... 3.40
8.15
Murray, Ky.
1.05
1.90
Champaign, Ill.
5.95 10.75
Danville, Ky.
7.60 13.70
Louisville, Ky.
6.15 11.10
Oxford, Miss.
3.80
6.70
Little Rock, Ark
6.10 11.00
Columbia, Mo.
7.35
13.25
Knoxville, Tenn:
7.20 13.00
Tuscaloosa, Ala
5.90 10.65
Baton Rouge, La._ 10.50
18.90
Columbus, Ohio
11.05
19.90
Chicago, Ill
7.85 14.15
(U. S. tax extra)
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Red Ram V-Eight In the

Gyro-Torque Drive*
Coronet Series
Gyro-Matic Drive*
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School News
Hickman High School
(Paula Hornsby, Reporter)
Armistice Day
At 11:00 on November 11, the
Legionnaires preiented an Armisprogram in the high
tice Day
school auditorium. Rev. Frank,
Rector of the Episcopal Church,
'gave the invocation. The audience remained
standing for a
'Moment of silence after the gun
salute.
The Girls Glee Club led the
group in the singing of "America"
and "America the Beautiful!'
Billy Terrell Garrison, president of the Senior class, gave an
inspiring speech on
Armistice
Day.
Following the prograth, school
was dismissed for a half day holiday.

parents went to the 5th grade.
After the business meeting, the
members retired to the basement
where an interesting historical
film
"Land of Liberty"
was
shown. Delightful refreshments
were served by Mrs. Samuel Holly and Mrs. Clint Workman.
The pupils of the elementary
school enjoyed the film
"Kentucky, My Home" and "Land of
Liberty" last week.
Many new books
have been
added to the
Library lately.
Another set of
Worlds
Book
Elncyclopaeldia and a series
of
Aladdin Books have been added
to the elementary school.
Remember the ball game with
Woodland Mills Friday night the
21st.
Former students visiting school
this week were: Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Alexander, Charles A. Burns and
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Gilbert.

Home Economies Department
Miss Jane Melton, Assistant
State Supervisor of Home Economics
Education, Visited the
Fulton High News
Home Ec. Department at Hick(Roma Satterfield)
man High Wednesday, November
Last
Friday night the Bulldogs
19. Miss Melton complimented the
school on such an attractive and were defeated by Union City in
the
last
game of this season.
nicely equipped department.
Tough luck boys, but better luck
next year.
Basketball
Hickman opened their basket-, We just can't wait for the first
ball season Friday night, Nov- basketball game with Western,
ember 14, at Barlow, Ky. The December 5. Everyone was glad to see Bailfirst team game was pretty well
nip and tuck until the last quar- ey Binford, who came home last
ter when
Ballard
Memorial week-end.
The Glee Cub went to Murray
smoothed out the game
89-55.
Ray Kemp was high point man, College for the Suad-State Music
racking up 16 points, while Har- Festival. Those attending were:
old Lloyd Ross was close behind Peggy Adams ,Carolyn Allen,
Jane Austin, Hazel Bondurant,
with 15 points.
Ann
Donald
Hammock, a Senior, Beverly Burgess, Martha
had his tonsils removed recently Callison, Mignon Fleming Beverand won't be ready for any ac- ly Hill, Jean Hyland, Pat McKention on the ball floor for several ize, Joy Smith, and Mrs. M. W.
Haws.
weeks.
The F. H. A. Officers held a
The Bortrd of Education recent- meeting at Martha Sue Holland's
ly purchased a tumbling mat for home Tuesday night.
Wednesday morning we had a
use in the physical' education
classes for the first six grades of very interesting chapel program
sponsored by
the
Methodist
East Hickman Grade School.
,Church. Brother Robbins introduced
the
speaker,
Brother Dan
Both the speech class and the
glee club have begun to work on Whitsett from Sylacanga, Ala.
The
Senior
class
will close
the Christmas Carols.
their birthday calendar sales toThe Police Department refilled day. So if you want a calendar,
contact a Senior
and repaired all the fire ex- you'd better
tinguishers for the high school QUICK!
Beginning next Monday
the
recently.
Juniors are going to start
a
All high school students over
15 had their chest x-rays made
Thursday, November 13, when
the state T-B X-Ray unit was in
town.
Basketball Schedule
111511-1153
Hickman High School
Nov. 14—Ballard
Memorial,
away; Nov. 18—Fancy
Farm,
away; Nov. 21—Bordwell, home;
Nov. 25—CnnY - gham, away;
Dec. 2—Westea II,
me; Dec. 5—
Milburn, away; Dec. 9—Wingo,
away; Dec. 12—Arlington, home;
Dec. 16—Cayce, away; Dec. 19—
Clinton, home; Jan. 6—Western,
away; Jan. 9—Fulton, home; Jan.
13—Sedalia, home; Jan. 14—Fulgham, home; Jan. 20 — Cayce,
home; Jan. 23—Cuba, away; Jan.
27—Sedalia, away; Jan. 30—Milburn, home; Feb. 3—Fancy Farm,
home; Feb. 6—Fulfon, away; Feb.
10—Cunningham, home; Feb. 11
—Bardwell, away; Feb. 17 —
Wingo, home; Feb. 20—Clinton,
away; Feb. 24—Arlington, away;
Feb..26—Ballard, home.

week's campaign of selling subscriptions for the Fulton County
News. Anyone interested in either
renewing or buying a new subscription contact a JUNIOR.
That winds it-up for this week
so—good-bye, until next week,
folks.

Terry Norman School
News
This being George Rogels Clark
Week, celebrating his second
on
Anniversary
hundreths'
Tuesday, November 18, Attorney
visited, our
Kearby
Jennings
school and told us the life •
Clark.
George
Rogers
of
ere
the site
He claimed
Louisville now stands.
People have built several
bridges in his honor, and at one
a
place in Kentucky there is
school named after him.
Reporters,
Donnie McKnight
Donald Ray
Evelyn J. Davis
DEN CHIEFS ENJOY
ANNUAL OUTING
LAST WEEK-END
The den
chiefs of the Cub
Scouts enjoyed their annual outing last week-end, when they attended
the
Western-Missouri
football game Saturday night at
Bowling Green. They spent Saturday night in
Bowling Green
and went to Mammoth Cave Sunday and spent the day. This annual outing is sponsored by Cub
Pack No. 40, for the chiefs' services during the year.
The following den chiefs enjoyed the trip: Tommy Tanner,
Don Campbell, Charles Hutchens,
Joe Dallas, George Burnett, Gene
Vancil, David Clements, and Cub
Scout, Tommy
Fields. Roper
Fields, Nelson Tripp, and Ward
Johnson accompanied the group.

West State Line News

Mrs. Edgar Grissom
There was a over flowing crowd
at the Mission over the week-end.
Miss Beth
Holland of Wingo
brought the message. On Thursday evening everyone enjoyed
her so much. Rev. Earl Baird
brought the message on Saturday
evening and both services Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hicks and
sons, Steve and Kerry of Paducah
spent the
week-end with their
parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Vance
Hicks and Mn. and Mrs. Claude
Taylor.
Patsy Boulton spent
Wednesday night with Matte and Betty
Sutton.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Grissom
spent Sunday with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Weatherford,
and her brothers, Wallace
and
James of Springhill community.
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Owens and
family of
Wickliffe, Ky., spent
Sunday with her sister, and family, Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Sutton.
Dickey
Collier had the misfortune of spraining his ankle Friday afternoon while playing.
We are sorry to hear that Mrs.
Lester, Brown of Fulton is in the
Fulton Hospital with pneumonia.
Mrs. Brown is the mother of Mrs.
J. C. Olive. We wish her a speedy
recovery.
We wish Mrs. Fred Brady a
speedy recovery. She is in the
Fulton Hospital suffering from a

fractured hip, after falling at her
home.
Michael Gambill and Don Collier attended the show in Fulton
Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Estell Sutton and children
and Mrs. Nell McFadden and children spent Monday afternoon
with Mrs. Thelma Grissom.
Several from this community
attended the Atkins-Sensing wedding at the Methodist Church Friday afternoon.
Our sick folks at this writing
are improving.

WING() NEWS
Mrs. Dewey Fields
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Sutton
and Beverly attended services at
the M. E. Church at Wingo Sunday evening. There will be services each
evening this
week.
Everyone is invited to attend.
Mrs. Lola Gossum, Mrs. Wilson
Currey, Mrs, J. C. Currey and
daughter, spent Monday in Union
City shopping.
Mrs. Lela Lutter
spent last
week with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Dora Myatt. Mn. Myatt hurt
his foot last week, and is unable
to walk. We hope he can soon
walk.
Mrs. Dewey Fields received a
letter from her daughter, Mrs.
Vera Dowdy at Seattle, Washington, and she states that she is
having a wonderful time. Her
husband is much
better and is
able to be up and go out.

RUPTURE
Comma
yrt
iiayfeld Again
To Union Egt°
0E0. 1— HOWE

••••••
••

Well-known expert, of Indian.
apoite will personally demonstrate his method without charge.
at the Davy Crockett Hotel, Union
City,,Friday, Nov. 28th from 2 P.
M. to 6 P. M. and at the Hall Hotel Mayfield, Thursday, Dec. 4th
from 1 P. M, to 6 P. M. Evening
by appointment._ Ask for Mr.
Howe at desk.
Mr. Howe says the How* isurthee_
3ontlex441 the openings in Tenvireenee
short time on the average cass_
Sardis*, of the sise or locaUon a the

rupture and no matter how much you
lift or strain and puts _you back to
emit the same day am efficient an before you were ruptured.
The Howe Rupture Ohteld has no
leg strap; waterproof, sanitarY• PraotlWorn
emly Westrtiotible and ass be skillwhile Whine, liksoh shield is
fully molded end fitted to the parts
under heat 'with* file. 11, Perfect Ot
uul satisfaction.
Large and difficult ruptures following operations especially solicited. if
Do not overlook this opportunity
manila
70i1 want grettfying results.Michigan
*dares. P. 0. Boa MOM1,IC.
Ind.

Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Fields and
LaDone spent Sunday visiting
their son, J. D. and family in
Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce
Vincent
and Richard were dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Wright
and daughters.

HAVE YOU A
LOVED ONE IN
1HE ARMED FORCES!

ROUTE FOUR FULTON He's Hungry For ALL
Joyce Croce
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Tanner The News From Home.
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Tanner and children.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Clark and
family spent Sunday with
Mr.
and Mrs. Junior Cruce and Ronnie.
Mrs. Carrie Myers spent last
week in Memphis with her son,
Raymond and family.
Bettie and Mary Clark spent
Saturday night with Mr. and Mrs.
Junior Cruce and Ronnie.
Mrs. Eva Cruce spent the week
end with Mr. and
Mrs. Earl
Hutchens and Jerry near Clinton.
The inner gorge of the
Big
Sandy River near Elkhorn City
is over 1,500 feet deep. It is called "the grand
Canyon of the
South."

Send Him a Subscription
To The Fulton News
The letter, you write him often
does a good job of family news,
etd. but for all the school news,
city and county news and the
little things about his friends
and neighbors is what he'd love.
Special Armed Service Offer

$2.50
regular $3.110
Call 470 or come to the News
Office Today.
Commercial Avenue
Fulton, Ky.

FULTON
TODAY AND SATURDAY
NOVEMBER 21-22
BOX OFFICE OPENS AT 1: P. M.

BIG DOUBLE FEATURE

DEN ONE CUBS
Den No. I met at the home of
our Den Mother, Mrs. E. E. Williamson, last Thursday afternoon.
Denner Wayne Anderson conducted the meeting. We opened the
meeting with Gary
Williamson
leading us in die Cub Promise.
Denner Anderson called the roll
and collected the dues. We answered roll call by
giving the
name of an early colonist. We
made a little log cabin and talked
about the first Thanksgiving.
After inspection we closed the
meeting by singing our Theme
song. Merrell Davis furnished refreshments. .
—Roland Carter, Reporter.

LOLA ALBR1Gkft
WAYNE MORRIS

Jima_

Also—Edgar Kennedy Comedy

FREE! FREE!!

4 BIG DAYS STARTING SUNDAY
NOVEMBER 23

THEY CALL HIM THE"QUIET" MAN...
.••
there's the devil to pay
when his fiery redfiead

All Of A Sudden
We're Santa's
Gift Store

decides to run things
her way!

Cayce School News
The P. T. A. met Thursday
session, with
night in regular
Mrs. Edwin Mayfield presiding.
'The devotional was conducted by
the Principal, Mr. Beanl Darnell.
Williamson was
Mrs. Reginald
elected secretary to replace Mrs.
Harvey Bondurant, who resigned.
The President appointed a committee to formulate plans for converting the abandoned Cannery
in a recreation room. The Treasurer, Mrs. Murrell Jeffress reported a balance of $369 in the
treasury. Mrs. Fussell reported a
membership of 117 members. The
award for 100% mmebership o/
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Do you believe in Santa Claus? Look in our
windows, open our doors and step into a
sugarplum world. Our whole store is filled
with the magic of Christmas! Everywhere
you look, tinsel twinkle and Christmas decorations beckon you to gift ideas from the
nation's top markets. Whether you're
breaking into a piggy bank or spending an
oil well, The Leader Store has most everything to make this Christmas you've dreamed of. From our gift-laden shelves to Santa
and his reindeer, overhead, more than ever
this year we are Santa's Best Friend!
•

CONTEST (3 DAYS ONLY) CONTEST
$40.00 IN PHOTO PRIZES
for 3 local winners
FREE! One Photo to Each Family,
Ages:6 Weeks to 6 Years. A Selection Of Poses
To Each Child.
• NO OBLIGATION
• NO COST
Photographed by
CROCKER STUDIO,
Mayfield.
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FORD'S GREATEST TRIUMPH_

Color by

JOHN

TECHNICOLOR
MAUREEN -

BARRY

WAYNE • O'HARA • FITZGERALD
ww.IND 8010•ICTOMUSIIII• NEED NAPO • HMIS FOID
111111 MS WNW HIER PLAYERS

Nov. 21-22-24
3 Days Only
—Come to—

JOHN FORD

&woos Play by Fitil5115. Mat
Pass •••• Story by MANX WPLSb
Medea by
Poodossil by MIMIIL COOPER • as MOOSE POOMMTION

A WPM= PICTURN
amebas iftweiree Ceoperelles

—For Style, Quality, Value—Shop At - -

3 DAYS STARTING THANKSGIVING DAY
A Giant Holiday Double
Feature Program!

The LEADER Store

Owl Drug Store
Lake Street

434 Lake Street

Fulton, Kentucky
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LIMESTONE
FOR COMMERCIAL AND FARM USE
We serve Fulton, Hickman, Graves, Weakley
and
Obion Counties; prompt delivery; just pick
up
your phone!

DRINK LOTS OF PURE MIDI----AND BUIW LOTS OF ENERGY!

---ALL LIMESTONE WEIGHED—
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FORDS LOVE FORD SERVICE

Sawyer's Market
Conveniently Located:

Miami, Pia.

—from—

I V. CASH MOTOR COMPANY

East Fourth Street

Phone 75

Florida

PHONE 42

Just What You Need For

MAYFIELD HIGHWAY

WINTER!

PERFECTION

......................Rice

OIL HEATER

good stocks
of all kinds of groceries and fresh meat
s
We appreciate your business.
US!--Iowa

Notre Dame

CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY

ENTER! WIN
CASH PRIZES
EACH WEEK

PI

70,800 BTU

Complete shop for repairing, greasing,
oil changing, etc. Now is
the time to get your FORD ready for
fall and winter!
T. C. tJ.•

a Warm Comfortable

(Heats 6 or 7 rooms
comfortably)

FOOTBALL
EOITTEST

$159.50

.1•M•MINI

McDADE FURNITURE COMPANY
319-23 Walnut Street
Illinois

Phone 905
Northwestern

TFP
Nothing To Bug; Anyone Can

Rules: - - - -

APPLIANCE

DEALERS

J. M. Martin

Hugh Rushton
Owners

(

PHONE 401
Commercial

Avenue

FULTON, KENTUCKY
Kansas

.......

You'll enjoy the good
food at the

Win! Just Follow These Simple

WESTINGHOUSE HOME

Missouri

1. In each ad on this page you will find
football games being played this weekend. Fill in your guess as to each score and
either send in the page, or write scores on
a piece of paper and send us the paper. Include your name and address and send
scores to FOOTBALL EDITOR, THE
FULTON NEWS, Fulton, Ky. De NOT
send to the advertisers.
2. Entries may be brought to the NEWS
office in person by noon Saturday, day
after issue, or, if mailed, MUST be postmarked by noon of that day. Om set of
scores per person. All games listed meet
be scored.
3. Person getting MOST WINNERS
right will receive $3; second beet, $2; third
best $1. Judging will be done following
Monday after games are played and
cheeks mailed winners that night. In MSS
of ties, closest snores will determine winner.

FOR THE FINEST IN

DRIVE-IN CAFE
We serve tasty
BARBECUE, good
PLATE LUNCHES and
all kinds of
sandwiches and cold drink
s. Open
6:00 a. m. until midnight
.
---We Have Your Favor
ite Brand of Beer--Depot Street, Fulton
Alabama

• TELEPHONE 4-7-0

KIN6 MOTOR COMPANY
FORD'S LIQUOR STORE
"You are always welcome at muStore

SHELL GAS

FULTON, KENTUCKY

Kentucky ....... ............

Tennessee

PHONE 1267
111 Carr Street
Nebraska

Oklahoma....
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er"

THE FULTON NEWS

X-100 MOTOR OIL
—US,

P.C.FORD
NEAL LOONEY
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Maryland

For that next printing
order

LIQUORS AND WINES
CHRYSLER AND PLYMOUTH DEALER
SALES AND SERVICE

Chester Hastings, owne
r

Commercial forms,
stationery, envelopes
circulars

business cards

Programs
Catalogs
Duke

North Carolina
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insurance
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by
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and Mrs. H. B. Houston of Ful- Hageman, and "The Sleigh" by Miss
Hospital.
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Enrollment
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inasmuch as neither the schools this year — public, pri- sus showing a large number of world.
Mr. Adams is the son of Mr. daughter, Mrs. Lois Watkins, Mr. view —
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AN IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFT!

The only Vacuum Cleaner in 'tile world
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.5

CLEANING I

(z:=)

NEW GENERAL ELECTRIC CLEANER '
with the awn* new swivel-top that
lets yoe clean whole average-she lir' Is room witheat ewe moving cleaner!
You just set this sew G-1 Cleaner in the
middle of ths floor, and reach every nook
and cranny without moving the cleaner.
Many other great features.

wner

IF YOUR HOME ISN'T A
WEATHER BUREAU
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CLEANER

NO DOWN PAYMENT
AND ONLY

1.25 PER WEEK

$

Model AVC-1115

COME IN TODAY FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION OF NOUS1CLIANINO MAOICI

Even the weatherman, with all his fancy gadgets, sometimes misses
his weather predictions.
But he can prove les even money you'll have to run next washday,
run to snatch the clothes off the line—or you won't be able to hang
them out at all. Because out of the 52 Mondays in the year Iseult
half will be bed-weather days.
You can forget the weather with automatic electric laundry equipment. The sun alwaye shines in an automatic electric dryer.

on

With an automatic electric washer and dryer you do away witn
lifting back-breaking loads of hot, heavy, steamy clothes. And your
laundry gets done on time, all the time.

RILTON HARDWARE *AND FURNITURE COMPANY
Phone 1

Lake Street

You need an Automatic ELECTRIC Laundry

Every day is a good day when you do your laundry the modern
way—ELECTIUCALLY.

Authorised Deafer 41

GENERAL.ELECTRIC

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
Elaarietty Is Todlay's Mawr Barran

•••111

VACUUM MANUS
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